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By JEN KING

With a market size of $570 billion and annual revenues of $333.4 billion, the menswear category is expected to grow
at a constant rate of 2-3 percent a year, according to a new report by Fashionbi.

As size and revenues for the market has increased, so has consumer spending, with menswear seeing an 18 percent
jump in purchases over the last five years. While far from a new market segment, menswear has seen a type of
resurgence as men of all demographics have begun to embrace style and trends.

"The growing fashion-conscious men consumers, their tendency to spend on more high-end durable and functional
fashion items and the upcoming men influencers that have highly impacted their fellow men audience - these all
factors paved way for increased sales in the menswear segment," said Ambika Zutshi, CEO of Fashionbi, Milan.

"Besides, as presented in Fashionbi's latest research on menswear industry, there have emerged some phenomena
that have also contributed to the growth; namely: gender fluidity, YUMMIES (young urban male), same-sex marriage
legality and the break-through of performance-wear items," she said.

Menswear mania 
Recently, fashion trends have leaned toward gender-neutral styles. But, instead of all brands pushing unisex
offerings and taking this stylistic approach, menswear labels have seen a noted growth as their brands already offer
pieces that can be considered gender-neutral.

Fashionbi's "Menswear Industry Market Research" report found that as fashion goes genderless, menswear has
overtaken women's wear in terms of global growth. Menswear, for example, grew by 1.9 percent to $29 billion in
2015, while women's wear saw a 1.6 percent increase in growth.

Consumer spending and fashion brands expanding into the menswear category demonstrate the staying power of
men's apparel and accessories.

Online players have also leveraged the popularity of menswear, with Mr Porter seeing a 94 percent increase in sales
since launched in 2011. Mr Porter's sister retailer, Net-A-Porter, which only sells women's apparel and accessories,
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in comparison, has grown at a rate of 75 percent in the same time frame.

Mr Porter Virtues advertisement

Also, it has been within these last few years that men have begun to bother with fashion. Of course, the market always
catered to their needs with formal and casual wear as well as footwear and accessories, but recently there has been
an increase in the number of informed, passionate and trend-conscious male consumers.

This type of consumer has become increasing visible in emerging markets such as Japan, China and South Korea. In
these markets, being fashionably aware is on the rise, presenting opportunity for menswear brands to grow and have
a formable impact.

"Asian markets have been quite ignored when it came to promoting mens fashion," Ms. Zutshi said. "Asian men have
never been named Dandy and hence perhaps the brands didn't bother to make much efforts in such 'absent'
customer segment markets.

Zegna's Made in Japan

"However, statistics show that Asian men are growing in every sense - in terms of personality, income/social status,
fashion-consciousness and knowledge of the available goods," she said. "Asian men influencers and celebrities
are being seen in the front rows guests in Milan and Paris fashion weeks sitting next to who's who.

"They take-over brand's Instagram, Snapchat and Weibo accounts - which is brand-efforts at appealing to the Asian
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consumers as they sensed this unexplored potential there."

Young urban professional men, or "YUMMIES," categorized by being "status-hungry," affluent and late-to-marry, have
also grown in prevalence. Fashionbi explains in its report that the YUMMIES consumer segment has taken off due to
omnichannel retail, which has assisted in ensuring consumers are well-informed through digital and social media
pushes.

Tom Hiddleston for Gucci tailoring, cruise 2016

Similarly, same-sex, double-income, no kids or "DINKs" in the United States have a much higher disposable income
than heterosexual DINK couples. Same-sex DINKs have an average household income of $103,980 whereas
heterosexual DINKs see an average HHI of $62,857.

Likewise, as same-sex marriage becomes legal throughout the U.S., parts of the European Union and other strong
markets, the LGBT community will boost the economy. For example, when the United Kingdom legalized civil
partnerships in 2006, lesbian and gay marriages generated $209 million for the U.K.'s economy.

Performance preferences 
The overall menswear market can thank consumers' embrace of digital and ecommerce for its growth. Fashionbi
found that over the last three years, ecommerce has increased 127 percent.

For instance, Mr Porter is bringing its editorialized commerce to a new channel with the launch of an Apple TV
application devoted to its video content.

The brand's Apple TV app connects to user's mobile devices, enabling them to shop the looks seen on screen as
they watch. While other luxury labels have emerged on Apple TV, this first-of-its -kind shoppable app represents a new
concept in luxury retail (see story).

In addition to YUMMIES and DINKs, the menswear market has also been influenced by performance wear. As
athleisure responded to consumers' demand for comfort and utilitarian fashions, performance wear has answered
consumer interest in functional, well-designed pieces that fit within an active lifestyle.

For menswear this trend has been huge, with brands designing semi-tailored clothing that has taken cues from
athleisure such as washability and wrinkle resistance.

Italian menswear brand Ermenegildo Zegna blended the performance of its Zegna Sport line with the fine tailoring
of the Z Zegna Collection.

At launch in February 2015, Zegna explained that the pieces were designed around "the idea of 24:7 living" with
technically inspired details seen on Zegna Sport now on tailored garments. Also, the clothing is dedicated to "urban
trendsetters that blend seamlessly formal men's suit[s] with sneakers, bringing tailoring and sportswear together in
fresh harmony" (see story).

Social media promotions of menswear brand's shopping apps, performance wear and lifestyle has helped bring
forth awareness for the category.
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"Men have always been active social media users - they were just not engaging emotionally as yet like their female
counterparts," Ms. Zutshi said. "This was also due to the fact that they had very insignificant of content given by the
brands to engage with.

"However, the success of brands like Jack & Jones and Boggi prove that if the brands start to create precise content
to cater to this segment of consumer, they see a direct co-relation between increased user-engagement from their
men audience and increased sales in their mens products/lines," she said.

"Social media is a crucial tool today to appeal to the fashion-hungry consumer composing of both adult and
millennials, who is there to get more information about the brand and just be given a special simulation toward
purchasing, really."
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